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The difference between 
weight-normative and 
weight-inclusive care 
models.

The impact of weight 
stigma and weight-based 
discrimination.

Practical ways to practice 
weight-inclusivity in 
workplace wellness 
programs. 
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G E T  B A C K  TO  T H E  B A S I C S
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OUTLINE
› Terminology 
› Current State—Weight-Normative 
› Examining Personal Bias 
› Background on BMI
› Research Supporting Weight-Inclusive Care 
› Assumptions and Misunderstandings . . .
› Implementing Weight-Inclusion in the 

Workplace 
› FAQs, Discussion/Q:A
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› Prioritizes weight as a main determinant of health. 
› Assumes that weight and disease are related in a linear fashion.
› Diagnoses, treatment and care influenced by BMI.  
› “Normal” weight is conflated with health, but in reality . . . 

ComparableLowestHighest Risk of Mortality 
18.5 - 25 and 30 - 3525 - 30BMI < 18.5 or 35 < BMIBMI

Journal of Obesity, 2014
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Journal of Obesity, 2014
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International Journal of Obesity, 2001

Study shows that providers assume patients in larger bodies are:
› Non-compliant
› Lazy
› Undisciplined

› Awkward
› Weak-willed
› Sloppy

› Unintelligent
› Dishonest
› Unsuccessful
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As BMI increases, physicians reported that they:

› Have less patience
(with the patient)

› Have less desire to help

› See patients with obesity
as a waste of time 

› Have less respect for the patient

International Journal of Obesity, 2001
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Obesity Action Coalition, 2021
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› Negative attitude toward folks in larger bodies. 
› This is seen in healthcare, media, professional settings,

and day-to-day interactions. 
› It is a form of discrimination. 

Journal of Obesity, 2014
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BMC Medicine, 2018
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Archives of Family Medicine

Weight stigma impacts access to and avoidance of healthcare. 
Patients in larger bodies are:
› Less likely to complete preventive healthcare services, including:

› More likely to delay and/or cancel appointments
• Cancer screens • Pelvic exams • Mammograms
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Clinical Diabetes | Eating Behaviors, Vol. 9 No. 2 | National Eating Disorders Association

Experienced weight stigma is associated with:
› Increased binge eating 
› Coping with stigma via emotional eating 
› Increased risk of eating disorder 
› Increased likelihood of Binge Eating Disorder (BED) diagnosis
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Appetite, 2014
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Harvard and Project Implicit ® created a series of short tests to help individuals 
recognize their implicit attitudes towards a wide array of topics including weight.

Take the Harvard and Project Implicit ®  Health Quiz
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A weight-inclusive approach is:
› An assumption that everybody is capable of pursuing health and well-being 

independent of weight, given access to non-stigmatizing health care 
› Against prescribing weight loss for health 
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A weight-inclusive approach is not:
› Assumption that everyone is healthy at every size 
› Anti-weight loss approach
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Health at Every Size (HAES) is a weight-neutral approach that supports people 
adopting health habits for the sake of health and well-being, rather than 
weight control.

“Health at Every Size Principles”, Association for Size Diversity and Health

Weight Inclusivity
Accept and respect the inherent diversity of body shapes and sizes and reject 
the idealizing or pathologizing of specific weights. 
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Additional Health at Every Size® (HAES) Principles:
› Health Enhancing: Attending to emotional, physical and spiritual well 

being, without focusing on weight loss or achieving a specific "ideal weight"
› Promoting size acceptance and size diversity
› Encouraging of intuitive eating and joyful movement
› Working to dismantle systemic weight stigma
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Do the work to unlearn traditional healthcare beliefs about weight,
personal fat-phobia, and/or thin bias. 
Start to notice weight stigma in the world, and work to be an advocate
for social justice. 
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If you have thin privilege
(which many wellness
professionals do) acknowledge it.
Be open-minded to various lived 
experiences and try to better 
understand them.

What Thin Privilege Really Means 
by Christy Harrison, MPH, RD, CDN 
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What ways are we currently associating BMI with health and how can we move 
away from it?
If possible, omit the measurement from:
› Marketing and Communications
› Wellness Activities (Challenges) 

› Health Evaluations 
› Health-Contingent Program Criteria 
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In both personal and professional practices and communications, work to 
dismantle the thin ideal by highlighting body diversity and avoiding language 
that implies a thin person is healthier than others, simply because of their 
body type. 
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In your program communications, practice descriptions, etc., without focusing 
on weight-loss or weight-management.
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To address all facets of health: eating, exercise, family and personal health 
history, stressors, environment, emotional health, support systems, etc. 
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› Practice not using body descriptors, unless the 
person offers one they’re comfortable with. 

› Don’t comment on weight changes (loss or gain). If 
it comes up, keep your language neutral.

› Provide guidance with goals and behavior changes 
that don’t revolve around weight loss. 

Focus on health goals 
and things participants 
might want to work on 
through your wellness 
programs (instead of 
focusing on weight). 
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When appropriate, focus on health-promoting behaviors in program design,
wellness activities, criteria for earning rewards/incentives.
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Vendor partners, community resources, presenters, consultants, etc.
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Communications

› Use weight-neutral language
› Include a variety of body types in 

marketing images/content
› Highlight behaviors, not weight 

outcomes
› Avoid stigmatizing body types 
› Acknowledge all facets of health
› Practice cultural sensitivity 
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› Seek referral sources that practice 
weight-inclusivity

› Encourage partners to address 
stigmatizing language in campaigns, 
website copy, etc. 

› Request body diversity in photos, 
videos, and text.

Partnerships
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The patient-centered approach is built on a foundation of evidence, trust, 
listening skills, and continuity of care. You provide expertise and evidence-based 
interventions for health promotion and do your best to avoid causing harm.
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Empathize with, and validate, a client’s desire to lose weight. 
Culturally, the thin ideal is held up and praised. 
Get at the root of the desire to lose weight, and focus there, first. 
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Focus on the behaviors, and health outcomes, not the weight. Any client may
lose (or gain) weight as a result of changing behaviors, but it isn’t the 
prescription.  A client may be in an unhealthy state, but it may only be 
associated with, not directly tied to, their weight. 
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Research is still largely weight-centric, conducted with weight bias.
The 10-year Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) showed that even as weight 
regain happened, health improvements were maintained.
Focus on behaviors, not the weight outcome. 
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Christy Harrison > 
Podcasts and Books

Intuitive Eating > 
Certification, Book and Workbook

Body Kindness >

Association for Size Diversity and Health >

Weight Inclusive Nutrition and Dietetics >
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Your Feedback Is Important.
Please Scan These QR Codes.

Friday, March 31
11:00 a.m.-12:05 p.m.

Program
Evaluation

Thursday, March 30
11:00 a.m.-12:05 p.m.
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